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We are planning to have an in-person meeting to explore how to create panoramic images. It has been
quite a long while without in-person time. We hope you can add this to your calendar for August 28. At
our August meeting about cell phone photography, our discussion revealed the ease of making
panoramas with a cell phone. Naturally, our DSLR and mirrorless cameras, when combined with a
sturdy tripod,can create higher resolution images to combine in post-processing software. The phone
has a greater ease.
So, on August 28, we will meet at the Cornell Arboretum's Newman overlook following the precautions
that are in effect for social distancing and face masks. The 7:30 am start will put the sun behind us for
the best light to the west. Wish for a mostly cloudless morning. Hopefully all are vaccinated, but wear
a mask if there are personal concerns. All are welcome and a cell camera certainly will work. This will
be a good chance to share ideas and compare approaches. Maybe there will be time for coffee
afterwards? We can all go home with some images to process and share at a zoom based meeting.
Please confirm to Brian Chabot or Connie Sterling-Engman of your participation by August 25th.
On page 2 you will find a digest of our discussion of cell phones plus images shared. On page 6 is a
report on renting a camera lens from Paul Schmitt. He tested the new Canon RF 600 f/11 lens for
mirrorless Canons. It uses a two-piece diffraction lens to greatly reduce size and weight On page 9,
please find a link to some research on what makes photos memorable. Recall how some museum
visitors rush through snapping cell photos of Monets and Renoirs without really seeing a single painting?
Devan Accardo has asked to be relieved as V-P due to other commitments. Connie Sterling-Engman has
accepted the post which plans our monthly meeting topics.

Next Meeting:

Meeting Notes: Cell Phones ……… 2
Rent to Decide- a GAS remedy …… 6
Taking Fewer Shots ………....……….. 9
Membership Notes ………………..….. 9

Saturday, August 28 at 7:30 AM
Panoramic Workshop See email
for details.
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Meeting Notes: Cell Phones
Brian Cabot began our discussion by highlighting a key resource he has found valuable:
The iPhone Photography Book by Scott Kellby, published March 2021 $22.61 in paperback
It has 12 chapters covering basics, composition, people, posing people, travel and landscapes, other
subject areas, organizing files, editing, apps, accessories and a bit more. The book is keyed to the most
recent iPhone versions with multiple lenses. It will have lesser value to those with older iPhones or
Android versions. There were also discussions of low light performance that depend on the model
phone.
Another key recommendation is a holder to enable the user to attach the phone to a tripod. Clearly
useful for time lapse, long exposure or macro situations. There was also a note that there are add on
lenses to convert to wide angle, macro or even special effects like kaleidoscope rendering. Attachment
to the phone can vary as does quality of the image.
Another comment was about how phone apps often become obsolete as the OS is updated. There
might be little reason for a developer to update the app if it will not bring in new revenues, or if the
developer has moved on to other work. Paul noted he's had about 5 editing apps that were not
updated.
One important suggestion was to experiment a lot with the phone controls. Generally, there is not
much offered to reveal the controls. Earlier, Nancy Ridenour had reported that for many iPhones, the
focus can be locked at a chosen location by steadily holding your finger on the focus box until it signals
that the focus is locked. Helpful for close up work.
There was also enthusiasm for the ease of making panoramic images. Hence, our idea to meet in the
arboretum to explore the subject.
We next got into post-processing images. There are options for in-phone editing that include auto
adjust, exposure, brilliance (whatever that means), highlights, shadows, contrast, sharpness and various
color tools. The small screen makes it difficult to match what can be done on larger screen computer
based editing software.
Mike Goldstein offered insights into what his iPhone 11 with multiple lenses can achieve. With the
telephone lens he can produce a shallow depth of field.
The widely agreed suggestion is to practice with the camera to approach DSLR results. Identify your
image's purpose and place the subject to the best position. Look at the background and find the best
combination of subject and complementing surround.
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We also received three sets of images made with a phone. First was a panorama made with a Samsung
phone from Pat McNally. He had only a short visit to Bryce National Park, and the day featured fog and
rain. This is the result with no post processing.

Here's a second image to show what can result from the camera that is always with you.

Both show intentional thought about why the photo was created.
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Paul Schmitt was visiting in Washington, D.C. and
chose not to encumber himself with a camera bag.
The water lotus were blooming at the Kenilworth
Aquatic Garden in Anacostia. His idea was to show
an unopened flower with a fully open one as the
next "step".

A day later, he was at the National
Gallery where he found a rooftop
sculpture of a giant blue rooster.
Paul saw the possibility of creating
a sense of scale if just a few
people shifted away from the
frame. For only half a minute,
just one small boy was in the
frame. One of five images
captured the boy clearly looking at
the sculpture with his arms at his
side.
Again, it is the camera you can
always have with you.
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Mike Goldstein contributed another pair of
images while traveling. He visited a railroad
museum's shops where a steam locomotive
was in the early stages of rehabilitation. This
image was made with a very wide angle lens
on a iPhone 11. The shop is a very narrow,
tight space so only a wide lens could come
near to portraying the "beast".
Mike than went in closer to create a nuts and
bolts scene of what the museum volunteers
were doing.
Isn't the color and exposure well done?
Perhaps these three pages confirm that it is
less about the camera and more about the
photographer's vision that makes successful
results. So, the phone camera is enabling
because it is so easy to always have it with
you. (Just be sure the battery is charged.)
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Commentary by Paul Schmitt
Of course, I am talking about Gear Acquisition Syndrome. It's the idea that spending some more money
will single-handedly improve your photography. I recently felt the symptoms when toting my
substantial Canon 500mm f/4 lens mounted on a Wimberly gimbal atop a beefy Gitzo tripod. That's
19.2 pounds. The lens alone is 7 pounds. I can handhold it, but not for long. Wouldn't it be nice to be
able to travel by air with something having that reach
and weighing a fraction of it? Add to that the ability to
handhold it for hours.
Enter the RF 600mm f/11 Canon super telephoto lens.
It's small - 7.85" collapsed, 10.6" extended. It's 3.77"
diameter and only 2.05 pounds. It reaches these small
values by using a diffractive optics (DO) pair in the front
element. Note, it is always f/11. Compare its price of
$699.99 to the big boy 500mm f/4 at $8999.00. The
RF lens is not weather-sealed like the monster.
There were a number of reviews that give the pros and
cons. I'll not regurgitate them, but I will give a link to
the most useful one at the end.
I read the reviews and decided to rent it at: https://www.lensrentals.com/ I requested both the RF600
f/11 lens plus the RF extender 1.4x. The cost breakdown was as follows:
RF600 @ $40.00, 1.4x extender @ $33, shipping $30 roundtrip and sales tax $7.66. That's $103.36. This
included insurance against damage. I got a week to play with (not counting tax) $1200 of gear. Shipping
was to a nearby Walgreens and actually arrived a day early so I got 8 days. Packaging was very rugged.
To return it, I just closed up the heavy plastic case. put it a double walled cardboard box, slapped the
return prepaid label in place, and dropped it back at Walgreens.
With the 1.4x, that moved the focal length to 840 mm, but jumped the aperture up to f/16. One
concern was the minimum focus distance. At 600mm it is 14.7 feet, and with the multiplier it increases
the distance. A bigger concern to me was the diffraction optics (DO) . A huge majority of all lenses are
refractive, meaning the light is uniformly bent to focus the light using the lens index and the curvature
of the lens surfaces. That's not how DO lenses work. They bend the light by tiny circular steps on the
lens surface that cause the light to change direction in the same manner as an incoming wave from the
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sea bends around the edge of a break wall to the inside of the wall. Of key interest is how this affects
image sharpness.
There was another issue with the lens and the multiplier interaction. The multiplier can only be
attached to the lens in the fully extended position. It must be removed before you retract the lens.
That is annoying, and is new behavior to learn. Sure enough, I got in a hurry to finish some shooting
and retracted the lens before removing the multiplier. Ten minutes later, I found a release tab in the
lens that unlocked the lens so I could extend it and remove
extender.
On cloudy days (and we have a lot of those), I had to go to high
ISO. At right is an unedited shot at ISO 2500, f/11, 1/640 sec. I was
using a Canon R6 body for all tests. Below is a close view of the
bird's head. First, there is significant noise at ISO 2500. More
than that is a concern with focus. The bird is static, camera is on
tripod and the eye ring is not 100% sharp. But second, note the

feather veins lack crisp
definition. I have Topaz AI
Denoise software that
usually brings out the fine
features. While it
removed the noise, it
failed to improve fine
detail. This was a
concern.
So, what would I see with
my 500 mm f/4 when
matched with the DO lens
on a brighter (lower ISO)
day?
This is the where a handson test would suggest to me if I would be satisfied with the DO lens. I found similar images with lower
ISO. Read on.
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I was not going to shoot my 500 mm
at f/11 for comparison. I never do
that. My image is at ISO 1250, f/6.1
so I can expect shallower DOF and a
bit more noise compared to an
image at ISO 1000, f/11. Here are
two tightly cropped head shots with
both processed in Topaz AI Denoise.
At left is the EF 500.
Below is the RF600.

When I go to 100% view, the neck
feather veins and the eye ring are much
more defined for the EF 500.
I admit the lighting was not equal. I
could have shifted the color
temperature to warm up the RF 600
candidate, but in my opinion, that is not
the issue. The DO lens is generally
softer. The extension is annoying and
the multiplier is flawed to me. I think
the autofocus was not as consistently
on target with the DO either. Hard to measure. It's a nice lens for an amateur shooting like a birder
wanting to ID a new bird, or someone traveling light. Not for me. The cost of rental was worthwhile.
Here are some reviews of value:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0opsVl9C35g

by Jan Wegener; pretty detailed testing

https://www.pcmag.com/reviews/canon-rf-600mm-f11-is-stm
https://www.kenrockwell.com/canon/eos-r/lenses/600mm.htm#spex
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Here is something I found in the NPR website that I think is useful. pss

Taking too many photos can impair memory of a moment you value. Have you ever been in an art
museum and noticed visitors index along a line of wonderful paintings only pausing to take a quick cell
phone photo? Do they ever actually know what was there? Likely not. Here is a fascinating discussion
of how and when we retain moments that we value.
(Hint: To open the link, I selected it, used a right click to open menu, and selected "open hyperlink".)
https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2021/08/05/1022041431/to-remember-the-moment-trytaking-fewer-photos
One take away is that our process of carefully composing the shot relative to the subject and the
background likely increases our memory of the scene and leads to better images.
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